
Sella among the founders of mathematical crystallography 

§ 1854-60  -  scientific papers regarding theoretical crystallography and 
morphology applied to mineralogy 

1856 Sulla legge di connessione delle forme cristalline … 

1858 Studi sul cangiamento di assi in un sistema cristallino 

1858 Sulle proprietà geometriche di alcuni sistemi cristallini 

 
 
Use of determinants (F. Brioschi 1854) to simplify 
demonstrations and calculations, in finding the relationships 
between crystal’s surfaces and their angular directions. 

Axonometric drawing (L.J. Weisbach 1844) use of three 
crystallographic axes for the 3D reproduction of crystal; 
methods based on elementary geometry 

William H. Miller published Sella’s geometric method in On the application of 

elementary geometry to crystallography, «Philosophical Magazine» 13 (1857), pp. 845-
852, and in two chapters of the supplement of A treatise on crystallography (1863) 



Sella’s Geometry and Mineralogy lessons in Turin 

§ 1852-60  -  professor of Applied geometry in the Istituto 

tecnico of Turin: maths simplification in Crystallography 
linked to didactical needs [Hofmann 1887, p. 84]. 

I write now to report on the test I’ve done with the Geometry students of the Istituto 

tecnico di Torino, whose preliminary notions are so limited that perhaps I don’t 

exaggerate by  stating that, if they can learn the axonometric drafting, so every other 

Geometry scholar could do it  [Sella to Giulio, 3.6.1856, in G. Quazza 1842, v. I, p.  200] 

1867 lithography of Lezioni di cristallografia 

1877 Primi elementi di cristallografia. Lezioni fatte 

nel 1861-62 alla Scuola d’applicazione degli 

ingegneri di Torino, Turin, Paravia 

§ 1861-62 – prof. of Mineralogy at the Scuola di 

applicazione per gli ingegneri of Turin, then he 
became politician. 



The mining collection and the chair’s successor 

§ 1864 - G. Strüver, Sartorius von WALTERSHAUSEN’s pupil, 
Sella’s successor in Turin; 1873 he went to the Scuola di 

applicazione in Rome, where in 1876 he founded the modern 
first Mining School. 

§ 1853  -  Sella organized and classified the Mining collection of the Istituto 

tecnico (SÉNARMONT, B. GASTALDI) starting from that of the ‘Azienda degli 
Interni’, of the mining school of Moȗtiers, and from donations and purchases 
during Giulio and Sella’s travels. 1855 Universal Exposition (Paris).

[The Meyerstein reflecting goniometer] can be 

useful for the Istituto, not only for the direct 

application which we can be daily achieve, but 

also for the study…of some species, and also for 

an example of graduated instruments in the 

School.  [Sella to Giulio, 18.7.1854] 

Barometro 
Goldschmid 

Anglasite 



Sella and the study travels abroad of mining students 

Ecole des mines 
C. Perazzi (1856) 
G. Axerio (1858) 
N. Pellati (1860) 
G. Berruti (1860-62) 

Rhineland Prussia 

Harz 

Geological survey 

Styria, 
Carinthia 

Saxony 

South France 

Silesia 



Giulio Axerio (1830-1881) 

1856  after some year of secondary teaching, he attended the 
Ecole des mines in Paris as external student  

Ø Summer 1857  Hannover, Prussia, Belgium: practical-scientific missions, 
iron factories, steel construction techniques… 

1848-52  Mathematics degree at the Univ. of Turin, he 
published the appreciated paper Teoria degli immaginari. 

In my travel I studied especially machines and metallurgy. I was focused on 

things that could be suitable in Piedmont” [Axerio to Sella, 13.11.1857] 

Ø Summer 1858  Nord and East of France, Germany: factories, chemins de 

fer de l’Est et du Nord, study of mining vein, mechanics techniques, mines 
(those described by L.-E. RIVOT). Advices from Sella. 

§ 1860 Marseille, Paris: establishments, letters of recommendation of Sella 
for LEPLAY and GRÜNER 



Axerio contribution to Italian industry 

1867 Universal Exposition of Paris, as 
scientific representative, he presented 
results of the international applied 
research on different constructive 
methods (Sulla calce e cementi, Sull'arte 

vetraria, Sull'arte ceramica) 

1873 Universal Exposition of Wien, 
L’industria del ferro (‘one of the most 

complete work ever done in Italy 

pertaining our factories’, Sella to M. 
Minghetti, 19.6.1869) 

1859  Engineer in the Novara mining district, he 
was sent to Milan to survey the mining law’s 
observance. He stayed for 20 years and here he 
spread modern mining practices, he updated 
the iron and steel industry, he collaborated to 
the regional geologic map 



Axerio’s contributions to the Italian engineering education 

1879 Sella’s proposal and insistence so that Axerio 
accepted the direction of the R. Museo 

industriale of Turin. He succeed. 

Having in Turin as director of the Museo industriale, 

which have so many contacts with the Scuola degli 

ingegneri, a man of the value of Axerio was a guarantee 

for me that in the applied studies in Turin it would 

have been of great importance  not only the buildings 

and streets constructions, but also the industries …. I 

hope that this school will have good results. Now I plead 

with the industrials for their help to advantage the 

School. How many things we should do to raise this 

poor Italy! [Sella a B. Cairoli, 23.10.1879] 

Mining art laboratory in the 
Museo industriale 

R. Museo industriale di Torino 
(1862-1906) 

1880  Relazione del direttore del R. Museo 

industriale alla giunta direttiva: more practical 
lesson, more founding for the library and the 
collections… 



Nicolò Pellati (1835-1907) 

1854-58  Mathematics degree in Turin (Sella) 

1859-61  Ecole des mines (Paris) (1st external 
student): I’m glad to have taken advantage for 

my country of the little subsidy granted by the 

government. Pellati to Sella, 8.8.1859) 

Ø Summer 1860  France, Prussia, Austria, 
Spain: (government, Rivot, Grüner), iron 
mines, cast iron and weapons manufacturing… 

§ 1863 England: (Società italiana per le strade 

ferrate meridionali) he surveyed railway 
materials on order 

§ 1865 Prussia: (Sella) inspection of a saline, 
influencing a project for Cagliari 

§ 1881 France factories, forges… 



Pellati contributions for Italy 

§ 1868 Mining School and metallurgic 
establishment director, then of the mining 
service in Sardinia 

§ 1876 Government task to study the Italian 
railways and a metallurgic establishment of the 
navy 

§ 1892  Mining general engineer at the service of 
the Italian geological map 

§ 1900 Universal Exposition of Paris, judge for 
mining and metallurgy section 

§ Member of different technical commissions di 
(Ministry of treasury, Sup. Council of Public 
Labor, Meteorology and geodynamics Council…) 

§ Member of Italian and foreign academies and 
scientific institutes 



Mining travels of Piedmontese recent graduates (1st half 19th century) 

1829-1834 MOTTA Pietro Saxony, Bohemia, Harz, 
Kassel, Sweden, Norway, 
England, Scotland 

R. Scuola di 

mineralogia di Moutiers   
A. SOBRERO 

1849-1851 GIORDANO Felice South-East Paris, France, 
England, Germany 

Ecole des Mines  
(1847-1851)   
ELIE DE BEAUMONT 

1850-1852 SELLA Quintino Central-South France, England Ecole des Mines  
(1847-1851) 

1856 PERAZZI Costantino Belgium, South France Ecole des Mines  
(1854-1857) RIVOT 

1857-1858 AXERIO Giulio Prussia, North-East France, 
Saxony, … 

Ecole des Mines  
(1856-1858)  RIVOT 

1858-1859 MARCHESE Eugenio South France, Belgium, 
England; Harz, Saxony 

Ecole des Mines  
(1857-1859) 

1860 PERRIN Carlo F. North France, Belgium, 
Prussia, Harz, Saxony… 

Ecole des Mines  
(1857-1860) 

1860 FERRUA Camillo Belgium, Harz, Saxony, 
Silesia, Hungary 

Ecole des Mines  
(1858-1861) 

1860-1861 PELLATI Nicolò France, Prussia, Germany, 
Belgium… 

Ecole des Mines  
(1859-1861) 



Mining travels of Italian recent graduates (after the Unification) 

44 students (1861-1888)  
Coming from the following Italian teaching institutions 
• University: 6 of Turin (1861), 1 of Genoa (1862) 
• Sc. of Application: 4 Palermo (1863), 20 Turin (1867),  4 Milan 

(1868), 4 Naples (1874), 3 Rome (1876), 1 Padua (1876) 
• Actual student at the Royal School of mines of London (1876) 

[D. Brianta, 2007] 
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Number of Italian mining students per year 

• Attending their studies in the following foreign institutions: 
27  Ecole des mines of Paris 

13  Ecole des arts et manufactures et des mines of Liège 
2  Royal School of mines of London (1875-76) 
3  Bergakademie of Berlin (1881-83, 1883-85, 1885-87) 

Ministerial 
founding: 1800 
lire (variable: 
150-2000 lire) 



The institutional formalisation of the study travels (1866) 

14.9.1862 C. Matteucci, Regolamento delle 

Università del Regno d’Italia, 4 subsidies for 
recent graduates in different Faculties (also 
Physics and mathematics) in order to enable 

them to perfecting their studies [art. 90]; duty 
to report every 3 months on the progress 

R.D. 5.9.1866 D. Berti, fixed the problems of the past (grant not divided for 
disciplines and more conspicuous, travels less useful than good texts…) 

Before…the Minister of Public Education had the authority to 

give encouragement and subsidies to who expressed the desire 

to enlarge their field of study and to perfecting in some 

particular disciplines.…Increased the Kingdom because of 

new territories… it seemed would be necessary to fix some 

rules, in order to regulate the subsides assignment. The 

subsides…aimed to enhance some particular sciences or 

parts of sciences, in which Italy has right to envy other 

European countries. 



Perfecting abroad subsidies (1874-1913) 

1866-1873 lack of scholarship (Bollettino ufficiale of 
the Ministry) 

1874 Ministry of Public Labor, perfecting abroad 
subsidies for student of the civil corps and 
railway engineers 

1875 Ministry of Public Education, study grants 
and annual university subsidies for recent 
graduates, for perfecting abroad (from 1882 
divided abroad Universities and abroad studies), 
joined Faculties. 

1877  Abroad perfecting for Superior mathematics 
studies (24.4.1877, 29.4.1878); abroad 
perfecting support for Superior analysis 
(1.10.1877); also for other disciplines 

Private inheritances (Cassa di risparmio of Milan 
1879, award Marco Foscarini 1887, R. Collegio 

Ghisleri of Pavia 1888… ) 



… Mathematics abroad subsides (?) 

1890 contest for perfecting studies in Wien or Florence 

1892 4 subsidies of 3000 lire for foreign scientific 
institutions 

1907-1913 the Bollettino ufficiale reports the le 
examiner commission for perfecting abroad 
subsidies (for the Faculty of Sciences: V. Volterra, 
C. Guidi, C. Somigliana…) 

• Who won the Mathematics 
subsidies contests? 

• Which countries they  preferred? 
• Ex. The Italian travels to Göttingen 

[C.S. Roero, E. Luciano, 2011] 

1858 E. Betti, F. Brioschi, F. Casorati to Paris, Berlin and Göttingen (C. 
Hermite, K. Weierstrass, J. Dirichlet, R. Dedekind, B. Riemann). V. Volterra: 
turning point in the Italian Analysis research). 1864 F. Casorati; 1878 S. Pincherle



Foreign models for the Italian University 

German model: German University was 
appreciated and admired in Italy since 
the 30s of 19th century (autonomy, 
Lehrfreiheit, Lernfreiheit, link between 
culture and University, diligence…).  

1833 Luigi Cibrario to Wien, 1850 
Luigi Parola, Vincenzo Botta, Del 

pubblico insegnamento in Germania, … 

1883 G. Baccelli 

 

French model: French University wasn’t 

renown in the 19th century (totally 
depending on the State). 1866 R. 
Bonghi Unique Italian University 

[A. La Penna, 1992] 



The Istituto tecnico superiore of Milan 
(1863, 1937 Politecnico) German 
model (F. BRIOSCHI), from 1875 
preparatory school independent from 
the University, more application 
tendency 

School of Application of Bridges and 

Roads of Naples (1811)  French 
model (G. MURAT), after Unity, on the 
Savoyard model, it became the Scuola 

di applicazione degli ingegneri (1861), 
then Scuola politecnica (1905) 

Scuola di applicazione degli ingegneri of Padua (1867) French model, from 
1875 Scuola di applicazione, German model in 1908 

Foreign models for the Italian engineering School of Application 



The Scuola di Applicazione per 

gli ingegneri of Turin (1860-
1906) French model, with a 
preliminary theoretical two-
year period in the Mathematics 
Faculty of the University (C.I. 
GIULIO, Q. SELLA) 

Il Museo industriale of Turin (1862-1906) 
two models: Conservatoire des Arts et 

Métiers of Paris and the South Kensington 

Museum of London, collections, 
advancement of industrial education (G. 
DEVINCENZI, travel 1849-60), 
Electrotechnics school (G. FERRARIS 1886) 



Volterra’s travel for the Politecnico of Turin (1906) 

R.D. 17.12.1903 Commission for a Polytechnic in Turin: 
S. Cannizzaro, V. Volterra, V. Cerruti. 

10.2-4.3.1904 travel of Vito VOLTERRA 

The industrial movement is so linked to the engineering culture that they 

directly influence with one another. …work of the legislator is also to prevent 

the needs…and with the comparison of what happens in the other countries, 

provide his country for ready and experienced technics; and trying as much as 

possible to create from the teaching the appropriate energies to develop and 

enrich the country. […] Some months ago I spoke with an eminent 

mathematicians, who had followed, closely and with love, this educational 

movement, with prof. Klein, and he told me (and in this he summarize the 

ideas of the whole country) that the German industrial movement and its 

admirable economic development were largely due to its superior technical 

schools // […] Therefore in the present circumstances I believe  that Italy 

should arrange its superior technical schools following the example of 

Germany. [V. Volterra, Parliament deeds, 19.6.1906, pp. 3359-3360] 

R.D. 8.7.1906  R. Politecnico di Torino 
establishing, independent, practical orientation 



The Volterra’s travel (1904) 

10-11.2.1904 Milan, Istituto tecnico 

superiore: that which more than the others 

Italian similar institutions is near to the 

German schools (practical lessons, laboratory, 
modern languages) 

13-17.2.1904 Zürich, Politecnico (E. 
BLEURER): 2 semesters, specific courses, 
Mechanics in the 1th year, laboratory (that 
of machines «should be taken as a model for 

our Schools of applications») 

17-20.1904 Göttinga, F. KLEIN, about the 
debates on Polytechnics educational 
system 

21-28.2.1904 Berlin, Polytechnic of 

Charlottenburg, A. RIEDLER (to train 

young students’ mind  to the exam of real 

conditions, in which the facts occur, and to the 

needs of reducing to minimum the 

abstraction’s habit) 



Conclusions 

q The study travels, coming from the 
Piedmontese tradition (C.I. GIULIO, 
Q. SELLA), then widespread in Italy, 
have a role in the high level and 
specialized Italian engineering 
education and in the development 
of industrial strategic sectors in 
Italy 

 

q The integration of foreign models – 
studied by explorative missions – in 
the Italian superior educational 
institutions has contributed to the 
University and Engineering School 
renovation, and to the reevaluation 
of the engineers profession in Italy. 
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